Los CUSINGOS
Costa Rica
Refugio de alexander skutch
advisor:
dr. Don Morris
Project Objectives:
The Los Cusingos Bird Sanctuary or Refugio de Aves
los Cusingos is one of the largest biological sanctuaries’
for birds in Costa Rica. Started
by the late Dr. Alexander Skutch, this plot
of land was purchased in 1941 to be used as a
laboratory to study plant life. Skutch soon learned
that he was embarking on a different path when
he decided to put his efforts into studying the
almost 900 different species of birds that lived
in the neotropical region of Costa Rica. After
his death in 2004, the refuge is part of Costa
Rica’s system of national and protected parks
that makes up almost half of the country.
Here the public can come and see where
Skutch worked, his house and office make a small
museum in the middle of the forest. They can also
walk over 5 km of trails, seeing sights like the
petroglyphs (rock carvings made by Costa Rican natives),
and the nearby river named Peñas Blancas. This river,
and the four tributaries located on the property
are where we spent the first 5 weeks of our internship.
Our job was to study the attributes of the main river
(Peñas Blancas) on a daily basis as well as the nearby
tributaries on a weekly basis. We used a Manta Ray 2
probe by Eurica to test for pressure, depth, temperature,
dissolved oxygen, oxygen saturation, conductivity, turbidity,
and pH level. Unfortunately, we faced some difficulties during
the middle of our 5 weeks so we weren’t able
to collect as much data as we would have liked
but the data we collected should suffice to interpret
various factors that can affect the quality of the water.
The factor that we primarily focused on was rain but
of course other factors such as reforestation
, sewage, and runoff can also affect water quality.
Analyzing the data provides us with beneficial information
that can help the local community and Los
Cusingos to better understand the river that
they may use as irrigation systems or
as a general water source for their livestock.
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Data Interpretation:
The data That was collected
over the past 5 weeks at los
cusingos provided us evidence
that the local water from
the nearby river, penas Blancas,
is some of the cleanest water
in the world. Our group of interns
was able to hike up the chirripo
national park to see where
the constructed “ toma de aguq”
was. This roughly translates to
“take of water”. This is where locals
have built a 6 km long tube that conects
the natural forming spring water
from the mountain Chirripo to their town,
Quizarra. since the town now has fresh
clean water from a known good site, this
cuts down on water bottle use and relates
directly to sustainable development as the
town wastes less.

Impacts:

Not only the town of quizarra benefits
from the “toma de agua” but also the neaby city
of San Isidro de general recieves some of this
fresh water. Los Cusingos provides the community with
a place to come and see some of the most beautiful
exotic wilflife that the world has to offer. The
eco tourism that national parks bring to costa rica
helps their local economy by being able to charge
the tourists “extranjero” prices. for example, a local
fee to get into Los Cusingos is $2. The charge for a
extranjero is $17. Los cusgingos and other nation parks
alike can get tens of thousands of tourists per week in
the busy season. Since costa rica’s priority is cleaner
energy and renewable resources it is apparent to see
that making sure wild life is properly defended and observed.

Future Work:

The Future work for Los Cusingos is properly
maintaining where Alexander Skutch did his studies,
extensively researching different plant and animal
life, and creating new paths for explorers to observe nature.
While there at Los Cusingos our group of interns helped
with the building of new trails.

